[Current role for induction chemotherapy in head and neck tumors].
According to recent publications in the New England Journal of Medicine (TAX323, TAX324) of the study groups around Jan Vermorken and Marshall Posner induction chemotherapy in squamous cell carcinomas of the head-neck area (in the closer: Oro-hypopharynx, oral cavity and larynx) currently seems to generate a worldwide renaissance. Renaissance, because in the last few decades, induction chemo therapy in this group of tumors after lack of survival improvement in the vast majority of studies was again abandoned. The new data raise the question for which entities induction chemo therapy can be recommended (actually, a combination of docetaxel, cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil; TPF)? The unbroken high value of primary surgery with adjuvant radiation or chemo radiation was complementary to primary radio chemotherapy for non resectable tumors until today worldwide. Running studies are sorting out the role of induction chemotherapy in the current context of clarifying optimal multimodal treatment.